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It isn’t hard to believe that the foot is one of the main areas
prone to injury in runners. Sometimes, though, it is a preexisting
foot problem that can cause pain during a run. In my case, the
cause of my foot pain is a bunion.
A bunion is an enlargement of the big toe joint that forms
because the big toe pushes inward, forcing the joint outward. My
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bunion is due to an inherited structural defect – just about
everyone in my immediate family has them – but I have made it
worse over the years with repetitive stress on the foot. (I was also
a slave to high heeled shoes in my younger days which force
the toes into the front of the shoe, crowding the toes.)

11 Signs that Prove You're a Runner
What defines a person is a runner? Here
are eleven interesting signs that prove
one's running worth:

Since I started running regularly about a year ago, I have noticed increased pain in my left foot, especially in the
ball of the foot, a condition known as metatarsalgia. So far, I have opted for nonsurgical treatments including
wearing wider shoes, taping my big toe into a normal position, applying ice packs (especially at night) and lots and
lots of ibuprofen. I also forgo high heels entirely.

Get Lost on Your Next Run: America's
Most Scenic Running Trails
The world is a beautiful place and it has

Recently, some wonderful folks at Aetrex offered me a solution known as the RX Runner. These shoes were

many scenic places for runners. Each

designed for relief from foot pain and discomfort while still looking great. The shoe helps reduce pressure and

season holds its own grandeur and

shock from the areas of the foot most susceptible to pain. In particular, the RX runner helps metatarsalgia by

allure, and the different ecosystems that

incorporating the appropriate toe spring to reduce stress at the ball of the foot.

exist on our planet provide even more
variation in scenery and captivating

The insole of the RX Runner also includes a soft metatarsal pad to redistribute pressure.

views  which is simultaneously great

My most recent shoe purchase was actually a great shoe with a wide toe box and more stability than I previously

news and hugely beneficial for runners.

had in cheaper shoes. But unfortunately, I was still plagued by pain that kept me awake at night. So when I was
given the chance to trial the RX Runners, I jumped at the chance.
What It Means to be a Runner
“This year I am going to run my first full
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I chose White/Blue for support of my favorite cause – Autism Speaks. The representative warned me that the
shoe may at first feel heavier due to the builtin support and cushioning. They did feel heavy at first, but like most
running shoes, all they really needed was a trial run to break them in.

marathon." "I’m going to make sure I run
every single day." "New Year, new me:
Couch to 5k, here I come!” Sound like
any resolutions of yours? If so, there are

My first run was very short, only 1.5 miles. The pain reduction in my foot was evident immediately. I’ve now had the

a couple of things you must know before

shoes on runs up to five miles with the same painfree night afterward. I do believe in the company slogan “The

you start your New Year as a runner and

Healthiest Shoes You’ll Ever Wear.”

attempt to adopt the running lifestyle,
because there is so much more to being

The cost of the shoes is about the same as other good quality running shoes, but with the added support, they are

a runner than simply running.

now my goto shoe for my training runs. For more information, please visit www.aetrex.com.
Resources Include:

50 Marathons Finishes & No Signs of

Harvard Health Newsletter – What To Do About Bunions

Stopping

Runner’s World Magazine – Prevent and Treat Bunions

1310 miles. That distance is just a

Mayo Clinic – Bunions

couple hundred miles shy of the length

KT Tape  Bunions

of US Highway 101 that stretches from

Disclaimer: Writer was provided a sample pair of RX Runners for this review.

Oregon through California. And as of the
finish line at the 2014 Kiawah Island
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Marathon, it is also the total amount of
"race miles" (not including miles of
training!) run by South Carolina
marathon runner, Ferris Stewart. This
successfully finished marathon marking
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Stewart’s 50th marathon.

